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Moderator Ralph Ovsec:Good morning everyone. If I can ask you to take your seats please so we can get started.
My name is Ralph Ovsec and I’m your moderator and one of your speakers for Panel Discussion 2, Update from
the Committee of the Appointed Actuary.

We have three speakers in total, none of whom are on the AA Committee but all of whom have been doing a
lot of work for the committee so obviously that committee is very, very good at delegating stuff out. Our first speaker
will be Johanne Papillon. Johanne works in Corporate Actuarial at Manulife Financial. One of her key projects has
been the IFRS conversion implications on actuarial liability measurement and accounting. Johanne also leads a
small industry group established by the AA Committee on IFRS implications which she will be discussing today.

Our second speaker is Jack Earl. Jack works for Sun Life where he is responsible for economic capital models
for the individual wealth line of business. You might say how is that connected to the group SOE? Well, in his

previous life he worked for seven years in group valuation and reporting, therefore I’d say he is extremely well
qualified to talk on group SOE.

So without any further commentary or ado, I will pass this on to Johanne.

Speaker Johanne Papillon: Good morning. There is a lot of IFRS discussion today and I guess at the end of the
day we will drill the IFRS issues and implications into you so much that your kids or your family at home will
actually know what IFRS means.

So what I want to talk about today is a little bit of background on IFRS and I guess the CIA Appointed
Actuary or Valuation Actuary Committee and IFRS. Then I’ll go over, a little bit, the objectives of the working
group that was formed earlier this year as a subgroup of the Appointed Actuary Committee and with a focus on
contract classification. I’ll update you on the key findings and issues that we’re dealing with right now and what
we’re planning in the months ahead.

I am going to actually skip this first slide. We’ve heard this morning about the fact that we are converting
to IFRS January 1st, 2011, but however insurance companies have to deal with the issue of double conversion
so I’m not going to talk about that in detail right now. You have access to the slides if you want to have that in
your notes for later on.



At the beginning of 2008 the CIA Appointed Actuary Committee met and was talking about IFRS and
decided to sponsor a working group to talk about IFRS and the implications for insurance companies. What they
wanted to make sure is that the industry would go into IFRS with consistency or at the very least if there were

inconsistencies in the interpretation of the rules that we would know going in what the implications of that would
be. For example, if you had large companies disclosing different types of contracts on different bases it’s important
to know because you will have to answer the analysts’ questions. So we wanted to make sure that we would ensure
consistency or at least understand the key areas of differences. We also wanted to make sure that we’re staying
ahead of the game so that we can retain our own control as an industry in terms of interpreting the rules especially
one of the key areas right now is contract classification, so how do we value our contracts going forward. So we
wanted to make sure that we actually can set our own roles as opposed to waiting and then maybe later on be told
by regulators or, you know, how to do that.

So there was a small working group formed and it was just kicked off in April of 2008. As I mentioned the
primary focus is contract classification. So the primary focus of the group is really contract classification and as part
of contract classification we’re talking about, are they contracts insurance or do they meet the definition of
investment contract or a service contract? As well if for each of these types of contracts, do they contain an
embedded derivative, do they contain a deposit component, or do they contain a discretionary participation
feature. Another really great benefit is the sharing of knowledge and expertise and trying to not reinvent the wheel,
so it has been really great that way. We, of course, have identified and discussed and debated issues throughout the
year and in a lot of cases have kind of reached consensus pretty much on how we think the contracts should be
classified and we keep each other posted as well on progress. I should mention as well that starting in the next few
weeks there will be a summary of our findings and discussions posted on the CIA website. I’m working on that
right now and anybody interested should contact me if you’re interested in finding out what we’re doing or even
participating, just give us a call.

The definition of an insurance contract under IFRS has three key criteria. The adverse affect on the
policyholder, the fact that significant benefits have to be paid when the insured event occurs versus the benefits
that are available if the insured event doesn’t occur, and the fact that the risk has to be non-financial in nature. So
if it’s just financial risk within a contract it does not meet the definition of an insurance contract under IFRS. The
definition also is quite broad and leaves a fair amount of room for companies to determine what threshold they
have in terms of what constitutes significant for them.The other thing I just want to mention is when we talk about
significant benefits or the significance of insurance risk we are not talking about the probability of the insured event
happening. We are actually talking about the benefits payable if the insured event occurs. So it is not a matter of
a low probability event not being insured. A low probability or extremely low probability event still meets the
definition of insurance provided that the benefits that would be payable that if it happens the benefits could be
quite significant compared to what you would have to pay otherwise.

So far what we have found not surprisingly is that any type of contract that you saw that has insurance, life
insurance or a non-financial insurance—we’re talking about mortality risk, longevity risk or morbidity risk—
would meet the definition of an insurance contract. I don’t have to read the list here for you. The next slide was
where we ran into more of the grey zone, so contracts where when we first started to work on this we thought,
okay are these insurance contracts or are these investment contracts? And the conclusion that we have reached,
say for seg funds or VA products that have guarantees on death or guaranteed minimum income benefit, the
guarantee will actually make the contract meet the definition of insurance. So the fact that you have a life
contingent guarantee in there makes the contract insurance. Another grey area was the fixed products annuity or
accumulation annuities that offer guaranteed annuitization rates at a certain date. So we all have our GIC type
contracts which specify that if the policyholder wants to annuitize when the contract matures we will offer rates
that are no worse than X and we also know that not many of our policyholders actually exercise that option
because generally prevailing annuity rates provide better income. However, the presence of the guarantee in the
contract actually makes the contract meet the definition of insurance. There are definitely degrees of significance
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in there depending on the level of the guarantee in the contract. However there is an explicit example in the
IFRS 4 literature that addresses that very example where you have a contract with guaranteed annuitization rates
that are guaranteed at contract inception. IFRS 4 states that is an insurance contract. Finally, I guess some of these

products also may waive the MVA on death in the accumulation phase and that is also another feature where that
makes the contract meet the definition of insurance because the MVA could be significant depending on what
has happened to rates since the contract was issued.

So what does not meet the definition of an insurance contract? Well we found not a lot actually. A lot of our
contracts meet the definition of insurance. However certain term certain annuities where there is actually no life
contention element would be investment contracts. I need to specify however that the assessment of insurance risk
is done at contract inception so when we convert to IFRS January 1st, 2011, you might have term certain annuities
in your books that actually were issued as life annuities and the annuitant died within a guarantee period say.
Those contracts would meet the definition of insurance contracts. This is only if you issue annuities on a term
certain basis from issue. Any type of accumulation annuities for which you are not providing a guarantee, either
a guaranteed annuitization rate or any benefit that would be payable on death or additional benefit payable on death
would be an investment contract. Seg funds that don’t have any guaranteed minimum returns on death would be
investment contracts. The other area that was interesting is group contracts. If you have a group contract with
terminal accounting which basically leaves you with no risk whatsoever and if you’re holding the assets and investing
the assets on that contract then those contracts could be investment contracts. Now, in a lot of situations there is
a limit to the terminal or deficit accounting at the end which could result in you having some risk. So you have
to look at those contracts quite carefully and decide for yourself whether you believe the risk is significant or not.
So for those contracts as we’ve heard, IAS 39 will apply. You will have to think about the implications of that from
an asset segmentation point of view.

Service contracts such as group ASO contracts are service contracts and for service contracts we do not
anticipate a significant difference in terms of revenue recognition versus current CGAAP except for DAC
implications. There are financial reinsurance arrangements; there is limited risk transfer in there. At Manulife we
have found that for any contracts that we have like that, there is significant insurance risk in our opinion, so our
working assumption is that those contracts will actually meet the definition of insurance. But it is possible that you
might have some contracts that don’t. I guess another potential area for a service contract is if you have an
investment fund where you are really just providing a service as opposed to investment management of the assets
so you have to look at those as well.

I’ll move onto issues that we’re debating or trying to research right now and I don’t have the answers to these
issues but would be delighted to hear if anybody has done any work on this and what you think. As I mentioned,
earlier longevity risk is insurance and when we look at GMAB, so I’m talking about accumulation benefit
minimum guaranteed returns or GMWB features of seg funds, these contracts could be considered or these
features could be considered insurance under IFRS on the basis that the policyholder or the contract holder must
live to get the benefit. I don’t want to get into a lot of details. For those of you who might be attending this
afternoon’s session, we’ll be getting into a lot more details on that because there are embedded derivative
implications here that I don’t have time to get into this morning. So we’re looking at that right now. The other
one is accumulation annuities that have an MVA waiver on death If the MVA waiver is also applicable at another
date, say for example at retirement for a group contract where you might have the MVAs waived on death and
at retirement, there is a potential implication here that because the MVA waiver is going to happen for sure and
that the benefit that will be payable is either at death or at retirement is adjusted for the time value of money that
contract would not qualify as an insurance contract, that it would actually be an investment contract. So there
is a bit more research to be done on this because it’s convoluted. For instance, if you have MVA waiver on death
it’s insurance, if you have MVA waiver on survival to retirement, it’s insurance. If you have both together it isn’t.
So we’re looking at that a bit more closely.
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I mentioned the group benefits contract earlier with terminal accounting where if you have a contract and you
know that you could never lose, like we have you know I know of some contracts onManulife’s books that basically
we know that we will have no risk.We have no risk and we know the contract holder cannot terminate the contract

without our approval at any point. But most contracts I would say are not designed that way. For most contracts
you might be left with some risk at the end so we’re looking at those. As I mentioned embedded derivatives are
definitely complex and an interesting issue that we’re working with and we will be discussing that this afternoon.
Unbundling, I think Lesley will be talking about this afternoon. But it is something that our group is talking
about unbundling and deposit elements from an insurance contract here and what are the rules around that and
I guess the treatment and the assessment of reinsurance contracts in terms of contract classification. So these are
the areas we’ve been discussing and we’re still debating.

That basically ends my presentation for this morning so I hope to see a lot of you this afternoon where we’ll
talk about contract classification and a lot of details. Thank you very much.

(Applause)

Speaker Jack Earl: Good morning. I’m here as a representative of the subcommittee that was convened last year
to develop group specific guidance for sources of earnings presentation. Our committee is chaired by Tom
Strickland and in fact the presentation I’m giving you is very much modelled after a presentation that Tom gave
earlier this year at the Quebec City meeting. Our committee has very widespread representation from group
practitioners throughout the industry, nine from direct writers, one from a reinsurance company and one from a
consultant. Our objective as a committee is to have a document out before the end of the year so hopefully that
will happen imminently. The purpose of my presentation is obviously to present some of the concepts that we have
agreed to as a committee. We haven’t totally finalized the document so there is still opportunity for additional
feedback which I would greatly appreciate. You can either ask a question at the end of my presentation or you can
corner me in the hallway during the remainder of the meeting. We also have Jonathan Ferron who is here who is
on our committee so you can chat with John if you want as well or of course you can also contact Tom Stickland
directly; he works at Equitable Life.

So I guess the first question you might ask yourself is, why is group source of earnings any different than any
other line of business. I would say the key rationale that we’ve come up with is that in group business there is an
approximation that is used where companies do not project future premium in claims cash flows for its shorter term
businesses where hopefully your premium structure is adequately priced and those benefits in themselves don’t
create any material interest risk to the company. So implicitly you’re holding a reserve of zero for the future
premiums and future claims and associated expenses. Most companies, as I said, would tend to use that
approximation for most of their group benefits with the possible exception of long-term disability. If you don’t use
that approximation and you are projecting out all of your expected cash flows, then effectively your group valuation
basis operates like any other line of business and it’s the baseline for your expected earnings, the PfADs that you
would release out of your reserves. If you do use the approximation which as I said most companies do, then we
would recommend that you use pricing assumptions as the baseline for measuring your earnings. The note that
we’ve developed is based on the assumption that you apply this approximation. The note itself is pretty detailed
depending on the size and materiality of certain items for your company. You may actually not want to follow
exactly to the letter of what is in the document and simplify. And of course you would need to do some
simplification or aggregation of certain components that we’ve suggested just to be able to do your external
disclosures where there is a limited number of line items.

For those of you who aren’t that familiar with group business, group business tends to be of a much shorter
duration than individual life businesses. You have benefits like health and dental which are very short term in
nature which means that you know the PfADs really have no significant impact on the earnings emergences for
those benefits. It’s only really long term disability where you set up claim reserves with provisions for adverse
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deviation where you’re kind of more in line with the traditional individual life or individual wealth methodologies.
And there is I guess a smaller subset of life businesses where you have waiver of premium reserves and paid up
reserves that make up where PfADs come into play and they make up a small proportion of life earnings.

The underwriting processes at group are divided into two key activities. There is the new business underwriting
aspect and then there is the renewal underwriting aspect. Those are often done by separate units within a business.
That is really important because on the new business side the underwriters, the sales reps who actually go out and
sell the business actually have discretion to offer discounts to the theoretical actuarial price that you would need
to meet your profit targets. Also, when you’re doing new business pricing, it isn’t a client you have on your books
already with a big body of experience, so you might not have all the data that you need to do an accurate pricing.
So given those two circumstances, earnings in the first year actually tend to be smaller than they would on a
renewal basis. Of course, given these discounts the renewal activity would actually be expected to manage the
blocks of business so that you achieve your longer term profit objectives.

So for new business, so that would be the first policy year in which you have a client, that typically extends
for a period of about 15 months, maybe 12 months, maybe slightly longer for benefits like LTD and life. As a
committee one thing we had a strong consensus on was that, it’s important, no matter how you ultimately do
things that isolate out the results of your first period relative to your renewal results, we feel that’s a real key to
communicate to management so that they understand what is happening with their business. But the question we
have as a committee is if you do that, if you separate your first period results from your renewal results, where do
you put that on the SOE statement? So there are two options that were thrown out there. One option that we’ve
debated is to classify all the earnings that you would expect in the first year in the new business gain or loss line.
That aligns very well with the way the business is underwritten and managed. The problem with it is that it is
inconsistent with the way that other business units would calculate their new business gain and loss which would
be the option two which is the times zero measurement of the new business gain or loss which for most group
carriers. If you apply this methodology you know there is no reserve established at times zero so new business gain
would be zero or a very small number. And of course if you follow that approach then the expected earnings that
you would have on your new business would fall into the traditional expected earnings on your in force block of
business. If we do follow this approach and as I said we really would strongly encourage that at least for management
reporting you do separate out your first policy period results from your renewal results when communicating your
results to your management even if you don’t actually disclose them that way. So that’s the one big issue that is
unresolved at this point, very happy to receive any feedback or comments on what the best approach is.

The document that we’ve created is geared towards fee for service type business and fully insured business.
Obviously, if any of you are in the group business you know that isn’t the full spectrum of funding arrangements
that you could have with your clients. We felt there were just too many combinations out there that we couldn’t
cover them all in and out even though we do briefly touch upon things like refund accounting and what happens
if you have whole harmless arrangements, so very much geared to a fully insured perspective. We also thought
that if you have significant amounts of reinsurance in your block that you should, if possible, present your source
of earnings on a gross basis with adjustments to get you to a net basis or vice versa I guess if it’s easier for you. If
you have significant amounts of reinsurance assumed business then you might want to isolate that out on your
source of earnings as well. So, to be able to begin constructing your source of earnings on the path that we kind
of mapped out, you really have to have a good feel for the margins that you have in your business, what you would
expect to achieve on a pricing basis, what your marketing philosophy is in terms of applying discounts to your
clients, that sort of thing. That would be kind of the baseline for creating the expected factors that would drive
your expected earnings.

PADs, as I mentioned, are not really that material for group earnings with the exception of course of long-
term disability where you can have a very large proportion of your reserves being the PADs in your reserve. We
would recommend that. Those PAD releases should be your expectation of future earnings. I guess we would
recommend that you convert PAD runoffs to a percentage of premium bases to make the process easier although
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that’s obviously an individual company decision. If you do decide to use that approach we tried to create an
illustration of how you might go about doing it. So what this is is an illustration of the profit and reserve runoff
pattern you might have with the one year premium and it would show that you actually lose a fair amount of money

in your first year mainly because of the PADs you have to hold in your reserve. That is expressed as a percentage
of the premium and you have PAD releases thereafter and we’ve expressed that as a percentage of the premium.
So you might take all the information and if you assume you had a new client where you renewed them on the
same basis that you originally priced them, with the same pricing expectation, then you would see that now your
expected profit as a percentage of premium would gradually increase as your block aged and would ultimately
converge to a presumably steady state percentage.

I’m going to very briefly talk about these last slides which you’ll see are fairly busy. It deals with the
methodologies. So the group SOE report would look very similar to what you would see for other lines of
business—expected earnings on in force and new business gain and experience gains and method and assumption
changes, etcetera. I should mention that kind of logic is based on the option two where you measure your new
business gain at zero. So in your expected profit on in force business, the usual components, you have a claims
component and an interest component. You’ll see that we have identified separate pieces for the new business and
for the renewal business. So to go about constructing it obviously you would need to come up with a whole bunch
of expected factors and very busy slide, I’m not going to get into the details but you would develop factors that
relate to the base that you would want to apply the factors to. So percentage of premium margins for claims gain
and percentage of asset margins for investment gain and percentage of fee gains for fee gains, etcetera, which of
course when you do your actual reporting would be applied to the right base and be the basis for your expected
earnings calculation.

When our committee first started one of the first thoughts that somebody had was perhaps the expected
earnings should really be your business plan results, what you would expect to earn. We very quickly went away
from that because really your expected earnings should be based on the inventory of business you have, not the
inventory of business you thought you would have.What is important to know is that if you get material deviations
in the premium volumes that you expect relative to your plan or the mix of business that you would have expected
to have, so that you have more LTD than life or vice versa, more health than dental, those things could cause your
actual expected earnings result to start to drift away from what you might have had in your business plan.We think
it’s really important that if you get material variances that you be able to explain it to your management. So the
components of the experience gain or loss again are the traditional ones. Again we’ve split out the new businesses
results from the renewal results. We do have an explicit result for fee income; that’s becoming a more prominent
part of group business. In addition to ASO business a lot of companies are offering fee for service type business.

I’m sure for other group practitioners it’s the same thing, most of the focus is going to be on your experience
gains and losses with respect to your claims activity. So it’s by far your biggest component where you are most likely
to focus most of your efforts. One thing we thought that it would be a good idea, if you have the capabilities, is
to actually refine your analysis and my experience is that if you do have deviations from your expected result it’s
probably driven by your long term disability results. Obviously there are a lot of components to your long term
disability valuation that could be the source of the result: incidence, termination, assumptions about prospective
offsets, etcetera. So you might want to refine your analysis to look at those things more specifically. Similarly for
your life reserves that have contingent assumptions in them you may want to refine your analysis there as well.

On our interest experience gain line, we would flow through any charges into income that are the net of the
yield curve impacts that happen so to the extent that yield curves move, it’s going to impact your assets and
liabilities differently. The net of the two we would recommend be shown as an experience gain or loss. I think we
can skip over the next two slides, Ralph. Obviously there are expense experience gains but at the end of the day
they wouldn’t expect it to be that great. Other than that the other items would be very similar to what you would
have on the life side. Again, if you have any comments or questions, feel free to ask them at this session or contact
Tom, John or myself. Alright, thank you.



(Applause)

Moderator Ovsec: Good morning again. I’m going to be talking to you about the update on disclosure. So our
history, who are we?We are a subgroup of the Committee of the Appointed Actuary.We were formed in September
of 2007. For those of you who were here in Toronto at the meeting last year you will remember Simon Curtis

speaking about the implications of disclosure which is not uniform. It attacks our credibility as actuaries so there
was a strong desire among insurance companies, and these are the ones who have publicly disclosed, to develop
some kind of uniformity in some of the disclosures. And what we’re going to talk about specifically here is the
sensitivity disclosure.

So we were formed in 2007 and we’re a subgroup and the members of the group are Jim Doherty, Dale
Matthews who is here, Brian Phelps, Geoff Strowger, Frederic Tremblay and myself, Ralph Ovsec. For those of
you who are familiar with these names you’ll note again that they are from probably the four large publicly
disclosing companies in Canada. We have the token member from an accounting/audit firm to make sure that
we do get the good tie in with the accountants to see what specifically they are looking for and what might be
good disclosure practice.

So what was our mandate? Our mandate was to increase the usability of financial statements by enhancing
on a consistent basis the disclosure of sensitivities of liabilities to changes in assumptions. Again, this focuses on
the disclosure by publicly traded life insurers. That was our first mandate. The second mandate was the disclosure
of PfADs. Currently, there is only one company that discloses PfADs, and that would be Manulife. But there has
been general apprehension to disclosure of PfADs. In fact, some of the comments were, “just because we’re helping
produce this paper is not an endorsement that we want to disclose PfADs”. So there is a little bit of sensitivity
around that issue.

So what is our status? The status is that we’ve wrapped up the first item, that’s the sensitivity. There is only
one outstanding item in what we’re putting together, what we’re trying to agree on.We started the PfAD work two
meetings ago. We meet on roughly a monthly basis and we expect to have a preliminary report to the committee,
the AA Committee, by the end of November. That is a commitment that we have made.

The sensitivity paper was a lot of work. So what did we do first? We looked at what the current practices were
of the companies. We surveyed what each represented company is currently disclosing. Well the good news was
that all are disclosing sensitivities to the same items. However, sensitivities are not uniform with respect to the level
of sensitivity and in a couple of slides you’ll see a chart of the ranges, the application of the sensitivities. The
application was not always consistent and neither was the level of disclosure. In some cases it was a number, in some
cases it was a number with a one liner, in yet other cases it went to some elaborate discussion on the nature of that
sensitivity. So what we aimed to do was to standardize the reporting and enhance the disclosure. Now it’s not a
template but it represents best practice.

So what are companies currently doing? At 2006 there was a wide range of practice. So you can see that for
mortality, the low end people were disclosing sensitivity to 1 percent mortality. On the other end, at the other end
of the spectrum, companies were using 10 percent. Well that’s a pretty big range and if you have an analyst who
is looking at the numbers and they’re saying: “well why does this company have a 1 percent impact, what’s a 10
percent impact, which one is relevant, even more so why is mortality relevant?”. And then for lapses, there is a 5
percent to a 10 percent range. Interest range from 10 basis points to 100 basis points and the expenses range from
5 percent to 10 percent range, and the application wasn’t clear. Was the application additive, was the application
multiplicative? Again, Simon mentioned last year credibility so we need to enhance the comparativeness and the
usability of the information that we provide. We need to get away from this black box syndrome.

Some of the things that were debated were, “should we include pass-through products, is market correction
a C1 item credit risk or a C3 PfAD item?”. There is debate now or there are differences now on how those
numbers are disclosed. Is asset default a sensitivity item or should it only be a disclosure item which should be
included in expense sensitivity? And then should we disclose the reserve impact only or should we disclose the
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impact net of any reserve movement and any offsetting CALM asset movements? Again, this is where there is
another range of practice.

So good news again—we agreed on a few things. We agreed that there is more disclosure, more pressure for

disclosure, more pressure for more disclosure in the notes and in the MD&A. Where is this coming from? It’s
coming from the analysts, it’s coming from the rating agencies, it’s coming from securities regulators and securities
regulators is not just the SEC. For one company it’s coming from the Manitoba securities regulator, it’s coming
from Ontario, it’s coming from also the U.S. One of our big audiences is the analysts. So we also concluded that
it’s desirable to report sensitivities in a consistent manner both for comparability and for credibility and the
sensitivities need to be meaningful. Is a 10 percent mortality adjustment reasonable for an insurance company? So
we’ve got to give the analysts some guidance and we should plant the seeds in their mind as to what they should
be thinking is a reasonable number. Well the good news, we agreed on even more things. We agreed that the
disclosure should include commentary on why that sensitivity was selected. If you are a mortality shop and you
disclose mortality, say so. Best practice also would include commentary on why that level of sensitivity is relevant
to the company and we agreed lastly that the most relevant measure is the impact on shareholder surplus
considering any offsetting asset impacts that would be after tax earnings. It ignores those impacts that are absorbed
by pass through products including par and UL so it’s the shareholder impact on an after tax basis. That is what
hits the bottom line. That’s where the rubber hits the pavement.

So again, where are we? Just to elaborate a little more we have produced a report, we have submitted it to the
AA Committee. The AA Committee has given us some very useful feedback. We’ve taken that and we’ve tweaked
the report a little bit. The report will take the form of a guidance note or a research paper. It’s not clear yet; it’s not
going to be an education note. We expect to release it before year end to the membership. It’s not going to be
effective for this year end but “early adoption is encouraged, recommended.” Some of the feedback was that for
these changes it will require some systems update and the way large companies work for various reasons it may not
be possible to put certain things in at certain times. There are issues like systems freezes as you go into year end.

A little bit more on what is contained in the report. So again, the sensitivity is the impact on net shareholder
income on an after tax basis including asset offsets and income tax timing differences. Again, that’s the piece that
hits the shareholder surplus or the bottom line if you’re looking at it from a term period income standpoint.
Sensitivities should reflect the impact of pass-through features if something gets passed through to the par
policyholder or to a universal life policyholder that does not hit the bottom line. So the sensitivities that we featured
are, and again these were already the sensitivities that people were reporting on, mortality/morbidity, expenses,
policyholder behaviour or what would be loosely referred to as lapses and movement in financial markets, that
would be your equities and your interest rates.

Here are the sensitivities that we came up with. For mortality a 2 percent change, morbidity a 5 percent
adverse change and on the mortality that’s an adverse change so annuities and insurance products go in opposite
directions; death supported products go in opposite directions from a non-death supported product. For the
morbidity assumption we felt that appropriate to combine the impact of incidence rates through active life reserves
and the impact of termination rates on disabled life reserves. For expenses the sensitivity that we agreed on was a
5 percent increase in maintenance expenses. For policyholder behaviour we agreed that a 10 percent change to the
best estimate lapses were appropriate and then for investments a 100 basis point immediate parallel drop and
parallel increase in yield curve, so it goes both ways. For equities and real estate there are two components to it,
one of them is a 10 percent correction for equities in real estate, so market correction, and separately 100 basis point
reduction in future returns. So we’ll go through them in more detail, one at a time.

For the mortality, a plus or minus 2 percent, again whichever one is adverse, and for morbidity a 5 percent
adverse experience. So generally, incidence and termination rates work in opposite directions. It applies to all years
and its calculated net of reinsurance. The reason we selected this is that it represents a plausible change in base
assumptions. We’re talking long-term assumptions here, not a one year sensitivity. Analysts can very easily calculate
a one year sensitivity. If you look at your claims, claims are up 20 percent, that’s a no brainer applying tax rate,



most of them have calculators. Morbidity applies to those liabilities whose term is greater than zero. So there are
the odd contracts where they are treated as term zero liabilities. Those we had proposed to be excluded from this
work. For expenses, we’re recommending a 5 percent increase in operating expenses and these are the ones that are

valued in the reserves and it includes only those items which are associated with ongoing expenses or maintenance
expenses. This would include your admin expenses, your benefit expenses and certain corporate and overhead
expenses. It excludes renewal commissions which are sometimes grouped in the expense category on certain filings.
I think the OSFI statement includes commissions in that line. So moving on, it excludes income taxes, it excludes
investment related expenses, excludes premium taxes and as mentioned it also excludes renewal commissions. We
are proposing no impact or no change in the inflation assumption. So why did we pick 5 percent? Five percent we
felt was a balance between the historic maximum CPI increases since 1923 and a 3 percent average over that
period. What we’re showing is an adverse sensitivity and we agreed after some debate that 5 percent was probably
an appropriate assumption which would give the analysts the right level of information.

So moving onto policyholder behaviour, we recommended a plus or minus 10 percent impact and the impact
is multiplicative so times 0.9 or times 1.1, and you need to test the direction to obtain the adverse result. It covers
all types of business but we do want to keep the calculation practical. So, you can go wild doing policyholder
premium persistency, dynamic lapses, but what we’re suggesting here is just a plus or minus 10 percent adjustment
to the lapse assumptions.

Moving onto the investment risk there are three components here. One is the parallel shift in the yield curve
so that would be on your fixed income assets. The second one is a change in the equities real estate. This would
be a correction and then the third one is the future returns on your equity and real estate investments. We’re
proposing that each of those three be disclosed separately so on the yield curve it’s an immediate and parallel
change in the yield curve with no adjustments to the URR. This is the impact on your current asset holdings and
your future reinvestment. The 10 percent change in the equities and in the real estate is additional market
correction. This will be an immediate market correction and 100 basis point reduction in the future equity and
real estate returns. So those are reported separately; they are done independently.

So this is the investment risk, this is where there is impact on the asset side of the balance sheet and on the
liability side. The impact is net of any accompanying asset value changes. If you are perfectly matched and you had
a 100 basis point increase in the yield curve, you’re not generating a whole bunch of income because you’ve reduced
reserves; you’ve had an accompanying drop on the assets. That piece should be factored in. If you are mismatched,
yes your initial assets are going to go down but your future reinvestment or your C3 is going to be impacted. It
includes the impact of future MER losses and we’re not proposing that people go hog wild into this. Again, to
reiterate, the above assumes no change to the URR. The URR continues to be an area of discussion. We’re going
back and forth within our subcommittee, and we’re going back and forth with the AA Committee. The last thing
we’re discussing is whether for interest rates we should be disclosing whether the change are separate changes for
government bonds and market spreads, and whether we should we be disclosing those separately? That’s just the
last item that AA Committee has come back to us with.

So with that, welcome questions on any of the three topics. Again, as a reminder if you could step up to the
microphone and identify yourself each time you speak.

Mr. Stuart Wason: Stuart Wason. Ralph, just on your presentation about sensitivities and disclosure, it looks like
great work and I look forward to reading more about that in depth. Just looking at your presentation one thought
occurred to me which perhaps you’ve dealt with already which is, I think the users of those disclosures might
appreciate, maybe it’s the actuary in me that says I would want this as opposed to an actual analyst, but users of
the disclosure information might appreciate understanding why certain percentages were picked, plus or minus 2
percent on mortality, plus or minus 10 percent on something else. I saw on one of the assumptions you did have
a rationale there. I was wondering if there was kind of an abiding principle over all of the sensitivities that you had.
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Moderator Ovsec: Yes, good question. Thank you, Stuart. The note does recommend that people disclose why
they picked that sensitivity and that level of sensitivity as well. It may not have been clear here but as far as good
practice, good disclosure, that is definitely one of the recommendations that the report is making.

Mr. Wason: And of the practices that you sampled was it more a focus on I don’t know, one year variance that

was typically seen? Certainly it shouldn’t be like a 1 in 200 year stress that would be somewhere else within
disclosure that the regulator might ask for within your DCAT I guess, that’s the place for that type of disclosure.
What was the general consensus, could you capture it for me as to how the percentages were picked, how strong
were they designed to be?

Moderator Ovsec:We talked about whether we should be a one year impact. What we’re measuring here is the
long term impact. Given the contingency that you’re commenting on, what might be a number that the analysts
could use and I’ll focus on analysts for a minute—what is a number that they might use in order to be able to derive
some kind of value, some kind of meaning from the sensitivity number? We did discuss the DCAT report and the
DCAT report has a very specific audience and a very different focus. The DCAT report is a stress test and this is
more of a “what happens if your mortality changes by 2 percent or what happens if your morbidity changes by 5
percent or interest rates go up 100 basis points”.

Mr. Wason: It’s still helpful to have it in perspective that you’ve got the same sort of standard across all the
assumptions as to why you picked this shift for that assumption.

Moderator Ovsec: When we were discussing that, we thought we could do the 1 in 200 year event but the
consensus in the group was that because we’ve got a wide range of company sizes you may not get the same answer.
Our focus was to try and agree on a number that everybody would use as opposed to a large company with a huge
portfolio of life insurance business saying, “if I do a 1 in 200 year event or some kind of a CTE 95 probability,
my mortality is going to be 1 percent change where you get a smaller company and at the same CTE level you’re
going to get a 5 percent change. Again, we wanted to have a single number as opposed to one company using a 1
percent number with a 95 percent probability and somebody else using a 5 percent number with that.

Mr. Wason: Thanks.

Mr. Dan Doyle: Dan Doyle. Ralph, I think you’re the only speaker to talk about IFRS but there is significant
disclosure requirements under IFRS. Did your subgroup look at those requirements and are your recommendations
consistent with those?

Moderator Ovsec:No, we did not consider the IFRS; we didn’t feel IFRS was far enough advanced. We did look
at what companies; well I shouldn’t say we didn’t consider it. We did look at what companies were disclosing under
IFRS. I mentioned that we had Jim Doherty as the tie in. We looked at what HSBC was disclosing and I think
they were reporting on an IFRS basis or something close to it. We were looking to them not necessarily for guidance
but just more how they were disclosing and what items they were disclosing. We recognize that this is probably a
document which may change over time.

Mr. John Brierley: John Brierley. Ralph, just a quick question on the mortality 2 percent is that supposed to be
in the same direction for the whole company or is it by block of business where for example annuities might have
an increase, death supported life might have an increase and the normal life would have a decrease, which would
be similar to the way the lapse component is working where you look at the direction of that change which is
adverse or is it 2 percent applied to the whole company?



Moderator Ovsec: It’s the adverse impact.

Mr. Brierley: Okay.

Mr. Marc Tardif:Marc Tardif. Ralph, I guess we’re picking on you. Morbidity, I didn’t quite understand whether
you are saying that the 5 percent adverse should be done separately for instance and separately for termination or

is it combined? I thought you said combined but I’m not sure.

Moderator Ovsec: It’s a combined but it’s in different directions generally speaking.

Mr. Tardif: So you would report just one result?

Moderator Ovsec:We would report one result yes.

Mr. Tardif: And why is that? Why doesn’t incidence necessarily relate that closely to termination, I know there is
a connection but why did you think that you wouldn’t report them separately?

Moderator Ovsec: As a group the recommendation was to include them. We felt there wasn’t huge volumes of
disability business out there necessarily where users would benefit if you split the impact of the two.

Mr. Tardif: Well I’m talking of the impact of incidence as opposed to, and termination being either return to
work or death combined.

Moderator Ovsec:When we are talking specifically about termination rates, the feeling is that higher incidence
rates lead to higher reserves and lower termination rates lead to higher reserves. So it’s like lapses except you have
incidence going one way and terminations going the other way to give you the adverse result.

Mr. Tardif: Okay.

Mr. Dave Congram:Dave Congram. I think it’s excellent that you’re focusing both on the classification also on the
disclosure aspects in this presentation and I commend the appointed actuaries group in terms of pushing this
forward. As you probably know, disclosure in 2005 when Europe went onto IFRS was the big issue that they missed
and caused a number of companies’ significant travail as they went forward. So from that point of view I just want
to make sure that I support the work. I think one point for Johanne; I would look a little carefully at your effective
date. Yes, once in an insurance product, once you’ve classified it as insurance then it remains insurance and doesn’t
switch to an investment product, but I do think when I’ve looked at other international companies they have looked
at the interaction between IFRS 1 and IFRS 4 and the question of first time adopter and when you actually do the
test of the classification. So I’d just look a little more you know focused on that. The real question I wanted to ask
though is – I always worry when we get into these sort of types of discussions what the potential conflict between
the actuarial profession being, you know, really building the real professional context of how we should do things
and kind of an industry group, lobbying. I wondered how you were balancing that issue.

Speaker Papillon: I hear your point first of all on the first time adoption and whether you would have to go back
to contract issue or not. I know that IFRS 4 does specifically say you look at contract inception but I mean you
can do a reasonableness check or whatever is feasible for your company. I know that how you’re going to do it has
to do with agreeing with your auditors that what you’re doing is reasonable and makes sense. So in some instances,
for example for us for our annuity blocks of business where we might have term certain annuities but we know
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that all of those would have been issued as insurance in the past, there is no point in trying to segregate now these
assets when it would only be like a one time exercise because all future contracts will be classified insurance in the
first place. So we are taking that into account. I know there are also issues as well that when you’ve acquired a block

of business you might not be able to go to contract inception. So I think there is a fair amount of flexibility there
and you have to look at operationally what makes sense.

In terms of the lobbying and the work that we’re doing here, I hear you. I haven’t actually been involved
personally in any of the lobbying that we’re doing. Our group that was formed and sponsored by the Appointed
Actuary Committee is actually not even like a formal group. It was basically formed very informally, unlike Ralph’s
group, with the intention of kicking off discussions in industry and making sure that we’re all on the same
wavelength or we understand why we’re not and debate issues, but we’re not necessarily like a formal group. So I
don’t think I’m answering that part of your question because I have not been involved personally but we’re aware
of the issues or sensitivities there.

Mr. Nick Bauer: Nick Bauer. Just a point of disclosure and a plea. The disclosure is, the Canadian Institute of
Chartered Accountants has a group called the Canadian Performance Reporting Board that is, I understand,
preparing best practice guidance for disclosure with respect to end 2008 and end 2009 in anticipation of conversion
to IFRS and I’d recommend that you keep an eye out for it and you peruse it. The plea is that as you go forward
working on for example classification there are other groups within the institute that might not be directly tied to
the effort to develop guidance or standards for the ASB. If you run into issues or problems where you think that
this is an appropriate area for consideration either with respect to the standards or guidance or both, if you could
kind of keep Jacques Tremblay or myself in mind we are kind of twins so you tell one, you tell both, but it would
be appreciated. Thank you.

Moderator Ovsec: It appears there are no more questions.

Mr. Michel Levesque :Michel Levesque, La Capitale, Je vais parler en français. Mon commentaire est pour Ralph.
I’m going to speak in French, it’s for you Ralph.

Moderator Ovsec: I’m going to get out my translation device.

Mr. Levesque : Juste un commentaire au départ. Je voulais mentionner que c’est une très bonne initiative de
vouloir standardiser comme ça les comparaisons de sensibilité pour les différents risques d’affaires. Là il y a un
question de standardisation. Si on regarde la base du départ des testes de sensibilité comme ça, dans le fond c’est
de mieux informer les investisseurs ou les gens qui lisent les états financiers. Quand je regarde les différents risques,
l’assurance, les dépenses, la morbidité, plus ou moins c’est des risques qui sont linéaires. Donc si on a deux fois
plus au lieu d’avoir 2% pour la mortalité c’est 4. Plus ou moins c’est deux fois le résultat de deux pour avoir le
résultat de quatre. Quand je regarde des risques comme, par exemple, le risque de placement ou là on sait que, dans
le fond, il y a beaucoup d’options de garantie imbriquer(ph), soit des options de taux d’intérêt minimum garantie
ou des options de garantie de capitale dans le cas des fonds distincts. A ce moment là, pour fin de divulgation ça
ne serait pas plus optimal ? Je voudrais s’avoir pourquoi on l’a pas considérer. Comme, par exemple, au lieu d’avoir
cent points de bases, d’avoir cent point de bases et deux cent points de bases ; d’avoir 10% et 20% qui ferait
apparaître plus amplement d’après moi les coûts des options puis les garanties imbriqués, parce que dans ce cas là
ça c’est sur que ça ne serait pas deux fois les résultats a 200 cassants. Donc c’est ma question et en même temps
mon commentaire. Merci.

Moderator Ovsec: Yes, that’s a very fair question. We were discussing whether we should be disclosing more.
One of the big issues is the amount of work that is required to produce these disclosures. We did recognize that
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even for mortality the risk is not necessarily linear; a 4 percent mortality can give you something different than a
2 percent mortality. On the investment side definitely it is not going to be linear so we thought, “what is something,
what is a single number that the analysts can use without trying to overburden the actuary, the company, while

making something meaningful?”. If you give a number of numbers to the analysts then they might think, “well I
don’t know which one to use.”. What we’re doing in the report is that we’re asking people or we’re recommending
this 100 basis points that you referred to and then justifying why they’re documenting the risk and also
documenting why the 100 basis points is relevant to the company. So we felt that was a compromise between
giving two or three numbers and then suggesting why a single number is more appropriate, or is a useful disclosure
or a useful sensitivity measure. (pause)

Well it appears there are no more questions so I’d like to thank everyone, I’d like to thank my co-speakers this
morning and I’d like to thank all of you for your attention and for your very thought provoking questions. Thanks
very much.

(Applause)
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